Atlas Skyroom FAQ’s
1. What height is the external cornice? 300mm.
2. What size is the external gutter overhang? 195mm.
3. What sizes are the internal pelmets available in? From 250mm to 600mm.
4. What is the maximum projection for the Skyroom? Max projection is 4.5 metres.
5. What width is the box gutter? Currently there is only one box gutter size for the Skyroom, which
is 185mm from the face of the ringbeam.
6. What is the lowest and highest pitch? The lowest pitch is 20 degrees and the highest pitch is 30
degrees.
7. What is the gutter and cornice made from? Aluminium extrusion.
8. What lengths do the cornice come in? 6 metres and after that, there will be a joint.
9. Are the corners of the gutters welded? No they are butt jointed and have an internal plastic
sleeve that joins and waterproofs the corners.
10. Is it available in all RAL colours? Yes, apart from Sensations by Smart.
11. What is the u value? The rafter u value is 1.5W/m2k and the double glazing units with standard
Planitherm is 1.1 W/m2k. Conventional insulation can be introduced into the internal pelmet to
improve the u value around the internal pelmet.
12. Is the Skyroom available in triple glazing? No, but Atlas can supply double glazing with a u value
of 0.9W/m2k.
13. Does it need a tie bar? We can use a hidden tie bar up to 3 metres projection and after that we
use our standard box tie bar which is fixed above the upper ringbeam.
14. What is supplied in the kit? The roof includes glazing, framework, external gutter and cornice
and internal steel grids to fix plasterboard.
15. Do Atlas supply the plasterboard? No as it is difficult to transport. Plasterboard sizes are
available on request.
16. Can I have it unglazed? No, Atlas supply the glazing with a black film at the bottom which is
already applied. This is to prevent seeing into the internal pelmet from above.
17. Can spotlights be fitted internally to the pelmet? Yes.
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18. Can external spotlights be fixed to the underside of the gutter? No, as it would interfere with
the gutter drainage.
19. Is the pelmet ventilated? Yes, the pelmet is ventilated at the eaves so there is a constant air
flow within the pelmet.
20. Can you put bi-folds at the front of the Skyroom? Yes, but Atlas have to introduce an additional
steel beam and corner posts to support it.
21. What is the widest bi fold I can put in? It depends on the sizes of the building, but it’s normally
around 4m.
22. What designs can you do in the Skyroom? At the minute we can do double hipped Edwardians
(lanterns) and Edwardians.
23. What is the downpipe made from? The downpipe can be either PVCu or Aluminium.
24. What will be the delivery time for a Skyroom? White Skyroom roofs will be 4 weeks and other
RALs will be 6 weeks.
25. Is there a boss or hood on the Skyroom? No, the roof is similar to our lantern roof product with
slim line profiles.
26. Does the plasterboard run up to the underside of the glass internally like other systems on the
market? No, Atlas has introduced an upper ringbeam , that gives the appearance of a lantern
roof on top of a kerb, similar to a traditional orangery roof.
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